The structural and electronic properties of oxidized graphene are investigated on the basis of the genetic algorithm and density functional theory calculations. We find two new low energy semiconducting phases of the fully oxidized graphene (C 1 O). In one phase, there is parallel epoxy pair chains running along the zigzag direction. In contrast, the ground state phase with a slightly lower energy and a much larger band gap contains epoxy groups in three different ways: normal epoxy, unzipped epoxy, and epoxy pair. For partially oxidized graphene, a phase separation between bare graphene and fully oxidized graphene is predicted.
has remained elusive because of the pseudo-random chemical functionalization of each layer, as well as variations in exact composition.
Several first-principles studies [17] [18] [19] [20] have been performed to investigate the structure and energetics of epoxide and hydroxyl groups on single-layer graphene. In those calculations, some possible structures were manually selected and examined in order to obtain a good structural model for GO. In this Letter, we adopt the genetic algorithm (GA) in combination with density functional theory (DFT) to search the global minimum structures of oxidized graphene with different oxidation levels. As a first step, we consider only the arrangement of epoxide groups on single-layer graphene. We find two new graphene based low energy structures of C 1 O. In both structures, there are epoxy pairs and some carboncarbon σ bonds are broken. However, the two structures of C 1 O have dramatically different electronic properties: one has a much larger band gap than the other, and the low band gap structure has a conduction band minimum (CBM) which is even lower than the Dirac point of graphene. We also show that for C x O with low oxygen (high x) concentration, a phase separation between bare graphene and the low energy structures of C 1 O will take place in the ground state. In addition, the electronic structure of C x O will depend on which low energy structure is present in the system. Our results are directly relevant to the oxidation 2 of graphene in O 2 atmosphere [21] or oxygen plasma [22] . They also have important implications for understanding the structural and electronic properties of GO made by mineral acid attack.
We perform global structure searches based on the GA. The GA has been successfully applied to find the ground state (GS) structure of clusters [23] , alloys [24] , and crystals [25] .
In this work, we consider all possible inequivalent (6 in total) graphene supercells up to 8 carbon per cell. For each graphene supercell, we perform several GA simulations to confirm the obtained GS structure. Here, the oxygen atoms can only occupy the bridge sites of both sides of the graphene plane. It can be easily seen that the number of possible oxygen positions on both sides of the graphene is thrice the number of carbon atoms. However, two oxygen atoms at nearest bridge sites is very unstable due to the short O-O distances (about 1.2Å), thus the lowest C/O ratio for a possible stable structure is 1. Different oxygen concentrations are simulated: C/O= 1, C/O= 2, C/O= 3 and C/O= 4. For a given graphene supercell and C/O ratio, we first randomly generate tens (e.g., 16) of structures of C x O. Then we fully optimize the internal coordinations and cell of structure. To generate new population, we perform the cut and splice crossover operator [23, 25] on parents chosen through the tournament selection. In an attempt to avoid stagnation and to maintain population diversity, a mutation operation in which some of the oxygen atoms can hop to other empty bridge sides is introduced. In this study, we use DFT to calculate the energies and relax the structures. Our first principles DFT calculations are performed on the basis of the projector augmented wave method [26] encoded in the Vienna ab initio simulation package [27] using the local density approximation (LDA) and the plane-wave cutoff energy of 500 eV.
To characterize the stability of oxidized graphene structures, we define the formation energy or oxygen absorption energy as:
where µ C is set to be the energy of graphene per carbon atom, and symmetry) hereafter. The formation of an isolated epoxy pair was suggested in a theoretical study on the graphene oxidative process [28] . It was also shown that an isolated epoxy pair is less stable than a carbonyl pair [28] . However, in the fully oxidized graphene case, we find that the epoxy pair chain is more stable than the carbonyl pair chain by about 0. [19] in which no carbon-carbon bond is broken and all carbon atoms are sp 3 hybridized.
Test calculations show that our identified new structure is more stable by almost 0.40 eV/O than Yan's structure with normal epoxy groups. For C 4 O, we find that oxygen atoms tend to form isolated chains. In the lowest energy structure, the graphene is unzipped by an oxygen chain and the normal epoxy groups are connected with the unzipped epoxy groups.
In another metastable structure, there is an isolated epoxy pair chain. The isolated epoxy pair chain structure is less stable than the lowest energy structure by only 30 meV/O. The isolated epoxy pair chain structure is found to be the lowest energy structure of C 3 O with no more than six carbon atoms. Our calculations indicate that the two low energy phases of C 1 O will probably exist in any oxidized graphene. Therefore, the electronic properties of the C 1 O phases is of paramount importance. Because the LDA is well known to underestimate the band gaps of semiconductors, we calculate the band structure of the C 1 O phases by employing the screened Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof 06 (HSE06) hybrid functional [30] , which was shown to give a good band gap for many semiconductors including graphene based systems [31] . Our calculations show that the C 1 O phase with the mix model is a semiconductor with a large band gap of 5.90 eV [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The valence band maximum (VBM) locates at Γ, but the CBM is almost non-dispersive, which is consistent with the fact that the CBM state at Γ is an antibonding C-O orbital mostly localized in the six-membered carbon rings [see the inset of Fig. 3(a) ]. Fig. 3(b) shows that the C 1 O phase with the epoxy pair model is also a semiconductor but with a smaller indirect band gap of 2.14 eV. The VBM and CBM locate at (0.5, 0, 0) and Γ, respectively. An important difference between the two phases is that the C 1 O phase with the epoxy pair model has a much smaller electron and hole effective mass. This is because the band overlap is stronger in the epoxy pair model with a higher symmetry, as can be seen from the CBM wavefunction displayed in the inset of We also calculate the absolute values of the VBM and CBM levels using the HSE06 hybrid functional, which was found [32, 33] to give improved results compared to the LDA functional. The vacuum level is defined as the average electrostatic potential in the vacuum region where it approaches a constant [32] . For comparison, we also calculate the work function of graphene. Our results are shown in Fig. 3(c) . As expected, the VBM of both It is noted that LDA gives qualitatively similar band alignment. This will have interesting consequences as will be discussed below.
The experimentally synthesized graphene oxide usually has a much lower oxygen concentration than the C 1 O phases. Here, we will discuss the electronic structures of partially 
